
Nobel Corporation: 

10-Q: http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1169055/000095012309058947/c91841e10vq.htm  

XBRL Instance: http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1169055/000095012309058947/ne-20090930.xml  

Calculation report: http://www.xbrlsite.com/demos/Analysis/2009-11-15/Viewer/Calculations/0000950123-09-058947_Calctrace.html  

This is a fragment of the balance sheet within the Nobel Corporation 10-Q. It shows the shareholder’s 

equity section of the balance sheet.  All these columns of numbers add up. 

 

This is a fragment of the calculation report from above which is a result of validating the XBRL instance 

also linked to above.  If you run the XBRL instance through any XBRL validator, you should get similar 

results.  This portion of the validation report relates to the left most column in the screen shot above. 

 

The validator reports an inconsistency between what it calculated as the value and the value shown in 

the XBRL instance for  the second concept on the calculation report, basically total stockholder’s equity. 

There appear to be two errors which create a total net difference of 1,002,751,000.  First, the value 

1,141,611 is NOT in the calculation report, second, the value 69,430 is entered as a negative number in 

the XBRL instance, it SHOULD have been entered as positive. 

 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1169055/000095012309058947/c91841e10vq.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1169055/000095012309058947/ne-20090930.xml
http://www.xbrlsite.com/demos/Analysis/2009-11-15/Viewer/Calculations/0000950123-09-058947_Calctrace.html


CENTERPOINT ENERGY INC 

10-Q: http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1130310/000113031009000049/form10-q.htm  

XBRL Instance: http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1130310/000113031009000049/cnp-20090930.xml  

Calculation report: http://www.xbrlsite.com/demos/Analysis/2009-11-15/Viewer/Calculations/0001130310-09-000049_Calctrace.html  

This shows a fragment of the 10 Q, the current assets portion of the balance sheet: 

 

This shows the calculation validation report: 

 

The difference between what the XBRL validator calculated and what is in the XBRL instance for current 

assets is 108,000,000.  

The line item which shows up on the balance sheet TAXES RECEIVABLE of 108,000,000 does NOT show 

up in the calculation report.  Therefore there is a calculation inconsistency on the 2009 consolidated 

balance sheet. The concept us-gaap:IncomeTaxesReceivable in the XBRL instance does, in fact, contain 

the value 108,000,000 and does exist in the XBRL instance. 

(Further, not related to the calculation issue but it does reflect on the care in creating the XBRL filing, 

there are two concepts which were created by the filer which obviously should have balance attribute 

values of either debit or credit (debit most likely in this case): cnp:AccruedUnbilledRevenues and 

cnp:MaterialsAndSupplies.) 

This is a screen shot of the calculation relations in the filer taxonomy: 

http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1130310/000113031009000049/form10-q.htm
http://www.sec.gov/Archives/edgar/data/1130310/000113031009000049/cnp-20090930.xml
http://www.xbrlsite.com/demos/Analysis/2009-11-15/Viewer/Calculations/0001130310-09-000049_Calctrace.html


 

A second, a little easier to read, validator shows the same calculation inconsistency: 

 

 


